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Follow a line ev3

To ignite a classroom debate around the following questions: Can autonomous cars respond to different traffic lights? What can happen if the driver falls asleep at the wheel? How can we detect when a driver falls asleep? Allow students to choose the tool (s) that they consider most appropriate for capturing and sharing their ideas. Encourage them to
document their thoughts with text, video, images, sketchnotes, or other creative environments. Explain to students that they will use the color sensor again. They will expand their understanding of how this sensor reacts to light using reflected light intensity to create a program that will control their wheeled robot along a given track. Tell them that they will use
a color sensor to make their wheeled robot move more autonomously in order to simulate how an autonomous car can react to traffic lights. They will create a program that will make their wheeled robot ride on a given course or track. BuildStudents will build a basic Robot Educator model and then add a color sensor pointing downwards. VIEW BUILDING
INSTRUCTIONS1.4 MB, PDFHave students perform the following building check before they program their robots: Wheels rotate freely? Are the wires correctly connected to the color sensor with port 3? ProgramIn the program students begin a new project in the programming environment EV3. Students will begin to study the color sensor function, which
recognizes the colors of LEGO bricks®, programming their wheeled robot to drive along the path and stop on a red brick. Students simulate the vehicle's behavior at traffic lights by having their wheeled robot respond to a series of green and red signals. Placing their code inside the loop allows the possibility of multiple traffic lights along the track. Allow
students to choose the tool (s) they think is most appropriate for capturing and sharing their pseudocode. Encourage them to use text, videos, images, sketches, or other creative environments. NoteRefer students robot teacher tutorials for further help. IN EV3 Software: Robot Educator's Basics of the 'Gt; Straight MoveRobot Educator' 'gt; The Basics of the
'gt; The Curved MoveRobot Educator' 'gt; The Hardware' ColorRobot Educator is qgt; the Forth; The LoopRobot Educator's Basics of The Restoth, the Students Will Have to Use the Think that the waiting block can be configured to run with multiple colors or just one. In this case, students will create a program that uses a color sensor to stop the engines
when it detects red. To indicate to students that they need to make sure that all other colors are not selected for the color sensor to most effectively respond to the colors they choose and green). Explain also that they will study how switches work and how them in their programs. Explain that they will learn how cycles work and how to incorporate them into
their programs. SetupUse technical beams are available in the EV3 main set to simulate green and red light. Place the beams on the table so that the color sensor can detect them while rolling them over. RED LIGHT DETECTION Start the program. Start engines B and C (drive forward). Wait until the color sensor detects red. Stop the engines. DOWNLOAD
SAMPLE PROGRAM16 KB, Requires EV3 Desktop SoftwareRED AND GREEN LIGHT DETECTION In LOOP Start program. Start engines B and C (drive forward). Wait until the color sensor detects red. Stop the engines. Wait until the color sensor detects the green color. Repeat the steps from 2 to 5 forever. DOWNLOAD SAMPLE PROGRAM16 KB,
Required EV3 Desktop SoftwareStudents must use the same color sensor function to recognize when a robot crosses a line. Use a thick (approximately 2 cm or 3/4 inch) dark line if you have a white or light surface, or a white line if you have a dark surface. Students simulate an alarm for the driver if the robot crosses that line. This feature is often available in
new cars. POSSIBLE SOLUTIONFILENAME: CODING-04. EV3 (Tab: 3) LINE DETECTION IN LOOP Start the program. Start engines B and C (drive forward with curve to line). Wait until the color sensor detect the black color and then start tasks 1 and 2. CHALLENGE 14. Playing Horn 1. CHALLENGE 25. Start engines B and C (drive forward with a curve
from the line).6. Wait until the color sensor detects white.7. Repeat the steps from 2 to 6 forever. DOWNLOAD SAMPLE CODE16 KB, requires EV3 Desktop SoftwareDifferentiation OptionThe students will create an automated, driverless vehicle that can follow the line. Have students explore how an automated vehicle can be guided along a road or track.
Students must be put into the switch unit, which will run inside the cycle. Explain that the Switch Block can be used to automate a program that allows the wheeled robot to operate autonomously. Also explain that the switch block can be used to control the flow of the program and that the default switch block, using a touch sensor, is a classic example of
Bouhlian logic. Demonstrate how to change the switch block to a color sensor, and explain that the trigger point is used to create a true/false statement (looking at the switch block, notice how the program flows above the trigger point to do one, or below it to do another). Refuse that to create the line-next program they will need to move the wheel robot along
the line. In other words, the wheeled robot will turn left and then depending on whether the line has been crossed (i.e. the trigger). Find a suitable video online to demonstrate an example of this to students. Canceling. Canceling. the task should be set on On, not On for (e.g. seconds, degree or rotation). Once the wheeled robot follows the line, can it be
improved to behave more like a car (i.e. move in a straight line rather than wiggle)? POSSIBLE SOLUTIONFILENAME: CODING-04. EV3 (Tab: 4) LINE FOLLOWING IN LOOP Start the program. Start engines B and C (drive forward with curve to line). Wait until the color sensor detects black. Start engines B and C (drive forward with a curve from the line).
Wait until the color sensor detects the white color. Repeat the steps from 2 to 5 forever. DOWNLOAD SAMPLE CODE16 KB, Required EV3 Desktop SoftwareNoteStudents will once again use a color sensor, but this time they will have to program it so that it responds to the reflected intensity of light. They will need to take reflected light intensity readings
from Port View in order to assess what the value for entering the Wait Block.This will work best with black or blue tape on a very light (or white) surface. You will need to spend some time explaining the switch concept and how this is an example of Boolean logic. A possible extension from here would be to add a second color sensor, and combine lines to
follow and traffic light programs to simulate automated passenger services such as the train system at the airport. ShareAllow students to choose the tool (s) they find most suitable for capturing and sharing their creations, unique thinking, and learning process. Encourage them to use text, videos, images, sketches, or other creative environments. This
lesson covers many new concepts and introduced several new blocks from EV3 SOFTWARE. Use this time to summarize this information and make sure students understand it. Ask one or two groups to demonstrate their programs. Ask students to share what they expected to happen compared to what actually happened to their programs. Ask them
anything about the results of their programs surprised them. Assessment CapabilitiesSpecific headings to evaluate computational thinking skills can be found within the Assessment. Using text programming, students learn textual software solutions to compare different programming languages. MakeCode - POSSIBLE SOLUTION program with blocks or
JavaScript in a web browser using Microsoft Editor MakeCode for LEGO® MINDSTORMS® Education EV3. You can find line detection activity here Swift playground - POSSIBLE SOLUTION ev3.move (left port: .b, rightPort: .c, leftPower: 20, rightPower: 20) ev3. WaitForLightColor (at:.three, color: .red) ev3.stopMove (leftPort: .b, rightPort: .c) ROBOT C:
POSSIBLE SOLUTION #pragma config (Sensor, S3, colorSensor, sensorEV3 Color, modeEV3Color_Color) #pragma config motorB, leftMotor, tmotorEV3 Large, PIDControl, driveLeft, encoder) #pragma config (Мотор, MotorC, rightMotorEV3 Large, tmotorEV3 Large, Large, driveRight, encoder) / - Create a program that will move the robot forward until the
color sensor sees red. Then the robot stops. B/main task () / //Set engine speed at 20% (Drive Forwards). setMotorSpeed (motorB, 20); setMotorSpeed (motorC, 20); Loop while the color sensor sees red. while (getColorName (colorSensor) - colorRed) /Keep moving while the color sensor sees red. Sleep (10); DOWNLOAD SAMPLE CODE2 KB, requires
SOFTWAREWarning ROBOTC! It can be dangerous! Below is a possible solution using the textual programming language ROBOTC. You can use any other TEXT compatible LEGO MINDSTORMS Education EV3 programming languages. LEGO Education does not own a ROBOTC platform and does not provide any support or assurance of the quality of
user experience and the technologies used. All the information you need is provided by ROBOTC robotc.net. We recommend always reinst placing the official LEGO MINDSTORMS EV3 Brick when you're done using other programming languages. Guide to reinstalling EV3 Brick Swift Playground - POSSIBLE SOLUTION Although true ev3.move (leftPort: .b
rightPort: .c, leftPower: 20, rightPower: 20) ev3.waitForLightColor (on::.three, color: .red) ev3.stopMove (leftPort: .b, rightPort: .c) ev3. WaitForLightColor (at ::.three color: .green) - ROBOT C: POSSIBLE SOLUTION DOWNLOAD SAMPLE CODE2 KB, requires ROBOTC SoftwareSwift Playground - POSSIBLE SOLUTION / - Sound file, used in this example,
not the same as the example RobotC color: .black) ev3.playSound (file: .errorAlarm, atVolume : 100, withStyle: .) ev3.move (leftPort: .b, rightPort: .c, leftPower: 5, rightPower: 20) ev3.waitForForlorLightLight (on: .three, color: .white) follow a line ev3 program. ev3 follow a curved line. lego ev3 color sensor follow a line. how to follow a black line ev3. how to
program ev3 to follow a black line. how to make your ev3 robot follow a line. how to follow a straight line ev3. how to make an ev3 follow a colored line
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